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Longman Academic Writing Series
Longman Academic Reading Series 3
Fundamentals of English Grammar Student Book with
MyEnglishLab, 5e
Academic Writing, Real World Topics fills a void in the writing-across-thecurriculum textbook market. It draws together articles and essays of actual
academic prose as opposed to journalism; it arranges material topically as opposed
to by discipline or academic division; and it approaches topics from multiple
disciplinary and critical perspectives. With extensive introductions, rhetorical
instruction, and suggested additional resources accompanying each chapter,
Academic Writing, Real World Topics introduces students to the kinds of research
and writing that they will be expected to undertake throughout their college
careers and beyond. Readings are drawn from various disciplines across the major
divisions of the university and focus on issues of real import to students today,
including such topics as living in a digital culture, learning from games, learning in
a digital age, living in a global culture, our post-human future, surviving economic
crisis, and assessing armed global conflict. The book provides students with an
introduction to the diversity, complexity and connectedness of writing in higher
education today. Part I, a short Guide to Academic Writing, teaches rhetorical
strategies and approaches to academic writing within and across the major
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divisions of the academy. For each writing strategy or essay element treated in the
Guide, the authors provide examples from the reader, or from one of many
resources included in each chapter’s Suggested Additional Resources. Part II, Real
World Topics, also refers extensively to the Guide. Thus, the Guide shows student
writers how to employ scholarly writing practices as demonstrated by the readings,
while the readings invite students to engage with scholarly content.

Introduction to Academic Writing
Leap 2
Using a time-tested approach that has helped millions of students around the
world, Fundamentals of English Grammar blends direct grammar instruction with
carefully sequenced practice to developspeaking, writing, listening, and reading
skills. The fifth edition has been extensively revised to keep pace with advances in
theory and practice, particularly from cognitive science. Now more than ever,
teachers will find an extensive range of presentations, activities, and tasks to meet
the specific needs of their classes. New to This Edition * A pretest at the start of
each chapter allows learners to assess what they already know and orient
themselves to the chapter material. * Practice, spaced out over time, helps
students learn better. Numerous exercises have been added to provide more
incremental practice. * New charts and exercises show patterns to help learners
make sense of the information. * Meaning-based practice is introduced at the
sentence level. Students do not have to wait for longer passages to work with
meaning. * Frequent oral exercises encourage students to speak more naturally
and fluidly. * Step-by-step writing activities promote written fluency. All end-ofchapter tasks include writing tips and editing checklists. * A wide range of
contextualized exercises, frequently including life skills vocabulary, encourages
authentic language use. * Updated grammar charts based on corpus research
reflect current usage and highlight the differences between written and spoken
English in formal and informal contexts. * The BlackBookBlog focuses on student
success, cultural differences, and life-skills strategies. * End-of-the-chapter
Learning Checks help students assess their learning. * A Pearson Practice English
app with end-of-chapter learning checks, Student Book audio, and guided
PowerPoint videos. * Revised MyEnglishLab for a fully blended program.

Longman Academic Reading Series 4 + Longman Academic
Writing
The second edition of First Steps in Academic Writing , by Ann Hogue, provides
high-beginning to low-intermediate students with essential tools to master basic
academic writing. The text's time-proven approach integrates paragraph
organization, sentence structure, grammar, mechanics, and the writing process.
First Steps leads students to build strong academic writing skills that will last them
throughout their writing careers. Features: A step-by-step approach guides
students seamlessly through the writing process. Clear, succinct explanations help
students to understand and apply key conepts and rules. Numerous models and
varied practice support students at all stages of writing. NEW Try It Out! exercises
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give students opportunities to assess mastery of new skills. NEW journal writing
activities help students build literacy. NEW self-editing and peer editing worksheets
motivate students to revise. The Longman Academic Writing Series also consists
of: Level 1 Fundamentals of Academic Writing Level 3 Introduction to Academic
Writing, Third Edition Level 4 Writing Academic English, Fourth Edition

Focus on Grammar
Grammar Troublespots, 3rd edition, provides an excellent aid for ESL writing
students at the high intermediate level and above. It helps them identify and
correct the typical errors that they are likely to make as they attempt to write, with
the emphasis in this new edition on errors made in writing formal academic
discourse. The book has 21 units. Each one examines an area of grammar, such as
verb tense choice, article usage and modals, and then pinpoints the most
troublesome grammar points within that area. Each unit provides a straightforward
description of the grammar point, supported by plentiful clear examples, grammar
charts and tables. The two-color new edition will be easier to use, with exercises
such as error identification, error correction and sentence construction tasks
consistently following each grammar point. Each unit ends with a writing
assignment and a flowchart to help students diagnose their writing problems and
edit their writing.

English Phrasal Verbs in Use Advanced Book with Answers
This Value Pack consists of Longman Academic Reading 4 and Longman Academic
Writing 3 . The Longman Academic Reading Series is a five-level series that
prepares English language learners for academic work. The aim of the series is to
make students more effective and confident readers by providing high-interest
readings on academic subjects and by teaching them skills and strategies for
effective reading, vocabulary building, note-taking, and critical thinking. The series
also encourages students to discuss and write about the ideas they discovered in
the readings, making them better speakers and writers of English as well. The
Longman Academic Writing Series helps students master the academic writing
skills needed to succeed in their academic careers. The five-level series spans
writing topics from composing sentences to writing research papers. Each level
covers the complete writing process from prewriting to revision. Level 3 teaches
intermediate students to write various genres of academic paragraphs and essays.
The text's proven approach integrates training in grammar, mechanics,
vocabulary, sentence structure, and paragraph and essay organization along with
the writing process.

Introduction to Academic Writing
Grammar Troublespots
The new edition of the Great Writing series provides clear explanations, extensive
models of academic writing and practice to help learners write great sentences,
paragraphs, and essays. With expanded vocabulary instruction, sentence-level
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practice, and National Geographic content to spark ideas, students have the tools
they need to become confident writers. Updated in this Edition: Clearly organized
units offer the practice students need to become effective independent writers.
Each unit includes: Part 1: Elements of Great Writing teaches the fundamentals of
organized writing, accurate grammar, and precise mechanics. Part 2: Building
Better Vocabulary provides practice with carefully-selected, level-appropriate
academic words. Part 3: Building Better Sentences helps writers develop longer
and more complex sentences. Part 4: Writing activities allow students to apply
what they have learned by guiding them through writing, editing, and revising. Part
5: New Test Prep section gives a test-taking tip and timed task to prepare for highstakes standardized tests, including IELTs and TOEFL. The new guided online
writing activity takes students through the entire writing process with clear models
for reference each step of the way. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

First Steps in Academic Writing
National Geographic Reading and Vocabulary Focus is an all-new, four-level
reading series that provides the essential reading skills and vocabulary
development for maximum academic readiness. Readings grounded in rich
National Geographic content tap into learners' curiosity about the world, naturally
encouraging inquiry and opportunities to synthesize information. - A
comprehensive, three-part vocabulary development program builds student
confidence as learners encounter new or unfamiliar words in academic texts: Academic Vocabulary sections develop the language that students will encounter
in academic readings. - Multiword Vocabulary sections identify words that are
commonly grouped together and then prompt learners to work with them in
different contexts for enhanced comprehension. - Topic Vocabulary is presented as
a reading preview strategy to enhance learner comprehension of the text.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Longman Academic Reading Series
Northstar, now in a new edition, motivates students to succeed in their academic
as well as personal language goals. For each of the five levels, the two strands Reading and Writing and Listening and Speaking - provide a fully integrated
approach for students and teachers. What is Special about the New Edition? New
Themes and Updated Content - presented in a variety of genres and in authentic
materials - challenge and engage students intellectually. Enhanced Focus on
Academic Skills, more purposeful integration of critical thinking, and an enhanced
focus on academic skills such as inferencing, synthesizing, notetaking, and test
taking help students develop strategies for success in the classroom and on
standardized tests. A new, fully integrated writing section leads students through
the writing process with engaging writing assignments focusing on various
rhetorical modes. A New Design with full color pages, more photos, illustrations,
and graphic organizers fosters student engagement and makes the content come
alive. MyNorthStarLab NorthStar is now available withMyNorthStarLab - an easy-touse, powerful online program for students and teachers that saves time and
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improves test scores. Students receive personalized instruction and practice in all
four skills. Audio, video, and test preparation are all in one place - available
anywhere, anytime. Teachers can take advantage of many resources including
online assessments, a flexible gradebook, and tools for monitoring student
progress. Unlimited access to reading and audio selections, DVD segments, as well
as original activities that support and extend the Northstar program. Teacher's
Manual A unit-by-unit guide including overviews, suggested times, step-by-step
teaching suggestions, expansion and homework activities, and links to the
companion strand and to MyNorthStarLab Detailed multi-level strategies and
activities so instructors can reach students at different proficiency levels The
Student Book Answer Key and unit word lists for easy reference Reproducible Unit
Achievement Tests to save time and allow teachers to evaluate students' progress

Basic English Grammar Workbook B
Writing is a varied critical and imaginative process, not a rigid adherence to a set
of conventions. Based on that premise, the third edition of College Writing, like its
previous editions, continually exhorts students to find and celebrate their own
voices. In fact, it is this affirmation of individual creativity that sets College Writing
apart from other process-oriented rhetorics. Lively and conversational in tone, the
third edition boasts a writer-to-writer perspective that will put students at ease.
College Writing walks students through the main elements of writing, from
discovery and research to revising and editing. At the same time, author Toby
Fulwiler allows for many detours in his step-by-step approach, with frequent
reminders that everyone's processes are unique and that establishing and
maintaining a personal voice can be achieved while meeting conventional
academic expectations. Fulwiler examines the different, yet overlapping stages of
writing. He addresses rhetorical issues of audience, purpose, and voice, as well as
the details of field, library, and Internet research, with particular attention to
evaluating sources. He also offers these new features to keep students and
teachers up to date: new Web-based research information the most recent MLA
guidelines increased coverage of visual elements of texts more on approaches to
writing "alternative" pieces a look at the role of creative nonfiction in an academic
setting With frequent examples of the best of undergraduate writing for inspiration,
the inclusion of student statements about their writing problems for reassurance,
and appended guides to portfolios, punctuation, and publishing for reference,
College Writing, Third Edition, is a student's best companion for starting the writing
process right. Since 1983, Toby Fulwiler has directed the writing program at the
University of Vermont, where he teaches writing and literature courses. Author of
Teaching with Writing (1987) and coauthor of The Letter Book (2000), both
published by Boynton/Cook, he has also coedited numerous publications, including
When Writing Teachers Teach Literature: Bringing Writing to Reading (1996),
Programs That Work: Models and Methods for Writing Across the Curriculum
(1990), and The Journal Book (1987), all published by Boynton/Cook.

Academic Writing, Real World Topics
The book will help students master the standard organizational patterns for
paragraphs and essays. The text's approach integrates the study of rhetorical
patterns and the writing process with extensive practice in grammar, mechanics,
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and sentence structure.

Read This! Intro Student's Book
Newly expanded for high-intermediate readers, A World of Fiction now features 32
unabridged stories ideal for literary analysis, language practice, and lively crosscultural discussion. Each chapter in this two-volume anthology is based on a
complete short story. The approach to literary exploration calls upon students'
diverse language and critical thinking skills. A World of Fiction guides students
through understanding the plot, exploring themes, analyzing style, making
judgments and cross-cultural connections, and debating the issues that are
explored. Students also examine grammar in context, expand their vocabulary
skills, and practice writing. A World of Fiction 1 includes 16 shorter stories,
explanations and exercises designed for high-intermediate and low-advanced
readers. Selections include noteworthy authors such as Raymond Carver, Dorothy
Parker, Tim O'Brien, and William Saroyan. For more advanced readers, A World of
Fiction 2 features an additional 16 selections by renowned writers including James
Joyce, Louise Erdrich, Woody Allen, and Alan Paton. Both books in the series help
students sharpen their reading, vocabulary, grammar, and writing skills as they
discover the pleasure and reward of reading fiction. Features: Reading selections
represent a variety of themes, literary styles, and cultural settings to stimulate
student conversation and debate. Extended Vocabulary in Context sections cover
idioms, phrasal verbs, and many other areas of vocabulary enrichment. Writing
activities include both expository and creative assignments in which students are
led to incorporate the language skills featured in the chapter. Expanded Critical
Thinking sections encourage students to analyze stories and connect them to their
own experience.

NorthStar, Reading and Writing
Intermediate-Advanced Level. This best-selling series takes the mystery out of the
composition process as it helps college-bound and college-level ESL students
quickly improve their ability to write effectively in English. Addressing organization,
rhetoric, grammar and mechanics, and sentence structure, these texts offer clear
steps, numerous models, and many opportunities for writing practice. This text
teaches academic writing skills such as simple outlining, parts of the basic essay,
and patterns of organization. Other Books in the Series: First Steps in Academic
Writing, High-Beginning Level, and Introduction to Academic Writing, Intermediate
Level. @BREAKER= FEATURES/BENEFITS * Extensive practice in prewriting,
drafting, revising, and editing. * Clear, step-by-step approach to the conventions of
paragraph and essay organization and rhetorical expression. * Rigorous
development of sentence structure, grammar, and mechanical skills. * Extensive
appendices with relevant reference materials for students and teachers.

Making Connections Level 3 Teacher's Manual
The Longman Academic Writing Series helps students master the academic writing
skills needed to succeed in their academic careers. The five-level series spans
writing topics from composing sentences to writing research papers. Each level
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covers the complete writing process from prewriting to revision. Level 1 teaches
beginning students to write sentences and paragraphs. The text's proven approach
integrates training in grammar, mechanics, vocabulary, sentence structure, and
paragraph organization along with the writing process. Features

Basic English Grammar Student Book B with Online Resources,
4e
Fundamentals of English Grammar
Takes a step-by-step approach that centers on the essential processes and
organizational strategies of teaching students how to effectively transition from
paragraphs to essays.

21st Century Communication 1: Listening, Speaking and
Critical Thinking
Basic English Grammar is a classic developmental skills text for beginning students
of English as a second or foreign language. The Workbook consists of self-study
exercises, with answers included, providing students with the opportunity to
explore and practice grammar independently. It is keyed to the explanatory
grammar charts in the Student Book. Volume B of the Workbook includes Chapters
9-15 plus the Appendices. New to this edition: more contextualized exercises micropractice new readings with targeted grammar practice updated real-world
vocabulary

Longman Preparation Course for TOEFL Test
The Longman Academic Reading Series is a five-level series that prepares English
language learners for academic work. The aim of the series is to make students
more effective and confident readers by providing high-interest readings on
academic subjects and by teaching them skills and strategies for effective reading,
vocabulary building, note-taking, and critical thinking. The series also encourages
students to discuss and write about the ideas they discovered in the readings,
making them better speakers and writers of English as well. Features Readings
based on academic sources — Every reading in the text focuses on an academic
subject and is chosen with the intent of providing different and intriguing
perspectives on the theme. Multiple reading genres — Readings come from a
variety of sources or genres, from textbooks to on-line articles, and are written by
a variety of experts from widely different fields. Explicit academic skills — From
critical reading to vocabulary building, notetaking and critical thinking,
theLongman Academic Reading Series provides students with a holistic approach
to effective reading. Corpus-Informed approach to vocabulary (AWL) — Students
build vocabulary and acquire skills that will help them become more confident and
successful in preparing for their academic work.

Longman Academic Writing Series
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Mary Beth Beazley’s highly regarded A Practical Guide to Appellate Advocacy is a
comprehensive student-focused guide to writing appellate briefs. Written in an
understandable, direct writing style, this concise paperback’s effective structure
centers on a four-point approach to writing and breaks each point down into key
elements that are then treated in-depth. New to the Fifth Edition: New bullets at
the end of each chapter reviewing major takeaways Expanded coverage of
research advice in Chapter 3, including discussion on Boolean searches A new
chapter on using statutes in briefs, covering Reading statutes effectively Making
statutory interpretation arguments Research techniques for statutory
interpretation arguments Professors and students will benefit from: Studentfriendly writing that is easy to read and understand Annotated examples – both
good and bad – that help students understand why certain methods are effective
Chapters on effective use of cases and statutes that address common problems
experienced by students Numerous formulas that make learning and remembering
easy: Creac Formula for effective topic sentences Formula for effective case
descriptions ""Template"" formula for effective signals to the reader Teaching
materials include: Powerpoints with effective examples and teaching notes Selfgrading guidelines and examples of self-grading of effective and ineffective legal
writing

Great Writing 2: Great Paragraphs
With a fresh new design and a host of updated exercises and activities, the popular
Focus on Grammar series is more practical and accessible than ever. Known for its
focus on English grammar through contextualized listening, speaking, reading, and
writing activities, this lively integrated skills course helps students bridge the gap
between comprehending grammatical structures and actually using them.
Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines controlled and
communicative practice in a consistent approach that's a proven success among
students at all levels. Each unit progresses through four steps: Grammar in
Context, Grammar Presentation, Focused Practice, and Communication Practice,
using a unique format that makes the program easy for students to understand and for teachers to implement. Each Student Book features: Clear presentations
and charts that make grammar easy to learn. Creative activities that stimulate
communication. New high-interest readings that are rich in content. From
Grammar to Writing sections that build composition skills. Review Tests to confirm
progress and improve scores on standardized tests. New Internet activities for
individual, pair, or group work. Other Components (Available Separately):
Workbook offers a wealth of additional exercises. Audio CD provides opportunities
for both task-based and extended listening. CD-ROM software features
contextualized, interactive activities for listening, reading, and writing practice.
Teacher's Manual includes numerous teaching tips, audioscripts for all recorded
exercises, and a CD-ROM with PowerPoint presentations and blackline masters.
Also includes Student Book Answer Key. New Assessment Package for each lever
features placement, diagnostic, and achievement tests; general proficiency tests;
audio CD with scripts; and test-generating software with thousands of items to
create class-appropriate tests. Transparencies of all grammar charts in the Student
Books help instructors point out important patterns and structures. Test-generating
CD-ROM allows teachers to create and customize tests quickly and easily, and is
available alone or in the Assessment Package. Companion Website provides
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students with grammar practice in new contexts through web-based exercises. For
online work, seeFocus on Grammar Interactive 1.

"The President Has Been Shot!": The Assassination of John F.
Kennedy
Improve your understanding of phrasal verbs in English. Explanations and practice
of approximately 1,000 phrasal verbs, written for advanced-level (C1 to C2)
learners of English. Perfect for both self-study and classroom activities. Learn
phrasal verbs in context, with lots of different topics, including 'Lectures and
seminars', 'Agreeing' and 'Social life'. Be confident about what you are learning,
thanks to Cambridge research into how English is really spoken and written, and
get better at studying by yourself, with study tips, follow-up tasks and an easy to
use answer key.

Reading and Vocabulary Focus 3
Longman Preparation Course for the TOEFL® Test: iBT gives intermediate to highintermediate students all the tools they need to succeed on the TOEFL® iBT. The
Student Book with CD-ROM and the complete Audio CDs develop test-taking skills
and provide extensive practice. The interactive CD-ROM provides more practice
and simulates the actual test environment. Features: Diagnostic pre-tests and posttests identify strengths and weaknesses and assess improvement. Eight mini-tests
preview the test's integrated four-skills format. Two complete practice tests
familiarize students with the actual test format and timing. Lesson Plans provide
step-by-step instructions for teachers and interactive classroom suggestions.
Classroom Activities include photocopiable warm-up and follow-up exercises for
each language skill.

A World of Fiction 1
Read This! is a four-book reading series designed for adult and young adult ESL
students at the high beginning to intermediate levels. The series helps students
develop reading fluency by having them read and interact with high interest,
content-rich texts containing fascinating information written in an accessible
narrative style. It is a stepping stone for students who are on track to read in
English at higher levels for academic purposes. The readings and approach are
also appropriate for students who are not on an academic track, but want to
improve their reading ability in English and overall language proficiency. The
readings tie in with academic subject areas and the accompanying pedagogic
tasks aid reading comprehension skills, critical thinking skills, and the development
of both content-specific and general academic vocabulary knowledge. Each
Student's Book is supported by a Teacher's Manual with unit tests and a student
Web site with fun WebQuests.

Better Reading English
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Lecture Ready Second Edition 2: Student Book
A breathtaking and dramatic account of the JFK assassination by the NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author of CHASING LINCOLN'S KILLER! In his new young-adult
book on the Kennedy assassination, James Swanson will transport readers back to
one of the most shocking, sad, and terrifying events in American history. As he did
in his bestselling Scholastic YA book, CHASING LINCOLN'S KILLER, Swanson will
deploy his signature "you are there" style -- a riveting, ticking-clock pace, with an
unprecedented eye for dramatic details and impeccable historical accuracy -- to
tell the story of the JFK assassination as it has never been told before. The book
will be illustrated with archival photos, and will have diagrams, source notes,
bibliography, places to visit, and index YALSA-ALA Excellence in Young Adult
Nonfiction Award Finalist

Advanced Reading Power 4
Based on extensive research, Grammar and Beyond ensures that students study
accurate information about grammar and apply it in their own speech and writing.
Student's Book, Level 3 is the main component of Grammar and Beyond. In each
unit, students study the grammar in a realistic text and through charts and notes
informed by a billion-word corpus of authentic language. The exercises provide
practice in reading, writing, listening, and speaking, making this a complete
course. Students learn to avoid common mistakes, based on an extensive corpus
of learner language. Each unit concludes with a Grammar for Writing section, in
which students apply the grammar in an extended writing task.

Great Writing 4
A classic developmental skills text for intermediate to advanced students of
English, Understanding and Using English Grammar is a comprehensive reference
grammar as well as a stimulating and teachable classroom text. While keeping the
same basic approach and material as in earlier editions, the Fourth Edition more
fully develops communicative and interactive language-learning activities. Some of
the new features are: Innovative warm-up exercises that precede the grammar
charts and introduce points to be taught Structure-based listening exercises
ranging from casual speech to academic content Academic readings that highlight
the targeted grammar structures Greatly expanded speaking practice with
extensive pair, group and class work Corpus-informed syllabus that reflects the
discourse patterns of spoken and written English Audio CDs and listening script in
the back of the Student Book The program components include the Student Book
(Full Edition and Volume A and Volume B), Workbook (Full Edition and Volume A
and Volume B), Chartbook, Teacher's Guide, and Test Bank. Click on "CourseSpecific Resources" on the left for more details. For an online workbook, see
Understanding and Using English Grammar Interactive.

Grammar and Beyond: SG3. Student's book
The Longman Academic Reading Series is a five-level series that prepares English
language learners for academic work. The aim of the series is to make students
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more effective and confident readers by providing high-interest readings on
academic subjects and by teaching them skills and strategies for effective reading,
vocabulary building, note-taking, and critical thinking. The series also encourages
students to discuss and write about the ideas they discovered in the readings,
making them better speakers and writers of English as well. Features Readings
based on academic sources -- Every reading in the text focuses on an academic
subject and is chosen with the intent of providing different and intriguing
perspectives on the theme. Multiple reading genres -- Readings come from a
variety of sources or genres, from textbooks to on-line articles, and are written by
a variety of experts from widely different fields. Explicit academic skills -- From
critical reading to vocabulary building, notetaking and critical thinking, the
Longman Academic Reading Series provides students with a holistic approach to
effective reading. Corpus-Informed approach to vocabulary (AWL) -- Students build
vocabulary and acquire skills that will help them become more confident and
successful in preparing for their academic work.

Understanding and Using English Grammar
The Essentials of English
This is the International edition of Basic English Grammar. It is NOT to be sold in
the United States. The world's most trusted grammar source for clear, direct, and
comprehensive instruction, the Azar-Hagen Grammar Series -- including Basic
English Grammar -- blends grammar instruction with communicative methods.
Grammar is the springboard for developing all language skills: speaking, listening,
reading, and writing. With clear, user-friendly charts and engaging, interactive
practice, it's easy to see why this classic series remains the top-selling text in its
field year after year. Highlights Clear charts and explanations Examples
accompanied by easy-to-understand explanations and minimal terminology. Direct,
in-depth grammar practice Immediate application of grammatical forms and
meanings. Variety of exercise types including warm-up, reading, listening,
comprehension, completion, interview, and writing. Comprehensive corpusinformed grammar syllabus Written vs. spoken usage in formal and informal
contexts. Teacher's Guide includes step-by-step teaching suggestions for each
chart, notes on key grammar structures, and vocabulary and expansion activities.
Test Bank offers additional quizzes, chapter tests, mid-term, and final exams, and
Chart Book contains the grammar charts. Teachers can use the eText as a
classroom presentation tool and the ExamView(R) software to customize their
tests. New Essential Online Resources include Student Book audio, Student Book
answer key, Grammar Coach videos, and self-assessments.

A Practical Guide to Appellate Advocacy
The Third Edition of Introduction to Academic Writing, by Alice Oshima and Ann
Hogue, continues in the tradition of helping students to master the standard
organizational patterns of the paragraph and the basic concepts of essay writing.
The text's time-proven approach integrates the study of rhetorical patterns and the
writing process with extensive practice in sentence structure and mechanics.
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Features of the Third Edition: A step-by-step approach guides students seamlessly
through the process of writing. Clear, succinct explanations help students to
understand and apply key concepts and rules. Numerous models and varied
practice support students at all stages of writing. NEW instruction and practice in
summary writing prepare students for academic work. NEW Try It Out! exercises
give students opportunities to assess mastery of skills. NEW self-editing and peerediting worksheets mortivate students to revise their work. Introduction to
Academic Writing is also available with CriterionSM Publisher's Version, which
provides instant online feedback on student writing: Students simply submit their
writing online and instantly receive personalized feedback on: Grammar, Usage,
Style, Mechanics, Organization, and Development (essays only). Students can turn
in better writing, and teachers can save time spent correcting drafts. Click on the
"Resources" link to order the edition with CriterionSM Publisher's Version The
Longman Academic Writing Series consists of: Level 1 Fundamentals of Academic
Writing Level 2 First Steps in Academic Writing, Second Edition Level 4 Writing
Academic English, Fourth Edition

College Writing
Sharpen your English language skills through readings about its speakers' daily
lives and culture Better Reading English offers you entertaining, "real world" texts
to help you understand and learn more English vocabulary and phrases. Each
chapter features articles that cover a specific topic, such as cuisine, music, sports,
film and theater, art, the family, today's lifestyle, or politics and history. Along the
way, you will find instruction and exercises to help develop improved reading
speed, comprehension, and vocabulary. The articles become gradually more
difficult as you proceed through the book to keep you challenged and engaged.
Better Reading English is an easy, engaging way to boost your language skills and
learn more about the language and its speakers as you go.

Grammar in Use Intermediate Student's Book with Answers
Each part focuses on a single topic, building from sentence structure and
mechanics to writing, revising, and proper formatting. Students also learn how to
write a research paper in the MLA and APA styles. Practice exercises provide
immediate application, and "Special Tips" throughout indicate common errors,
explain confusing points, and offer helpful hints. The Essentials of English includes
eight parts, an answer key, and an index.

Writing Academic English
The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. Grammar in Use
Intermediate with Answers, authored by Raymond Murphy, is the first choice for
intermediate (B1-B2) learners of American English and covers all the grammar
required at this level. It is a self-study book with simple explanations and lots of
practice exercises, and has helped millions of people around the world to
communicate in English. It is also trusted by teachers and can be used as a
supplementary text in classrooms.
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The Longman Academic Writing, Level 2
Presents a collection of activities to help foriegn students learn English.

Writing Academic English
The new Advanced Reading Power 4 offers a strategic, student-based approach to
the teaching of reading that encourages users to view reading in English as a
problem-solving activity rather than a translation exercise.

Elements of Success 1: Student Book with Essential Online
Practice
Making Connections teaches an extensive range of reading skills and strategies in
order to prepare students for college reading. Making Connections Third edition
Level 3 Teacher's Manual contains teaching suggestions for each activity type as
well as a complete answer key. Photocopiable unit tests contain additional
thematic readings and assess how well students have learned the unit's reading
skills and the unit's target vocabulary.
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